Specifications - Area 1:
Remove Damaged trees
Pile slash for burning
Specifications - Areas 2, 3, 4, 9
Thin spruce, 12' spacing
Pile for burning
Limb all remaining spruce
Specifications:
Remove dead/damaged trees (poplar)
Retain clumps (3-5) of spruce, 50 foot spacing
Specifications:
- Cut all trees 4" dbh and smaller
- Pile for burning
- Limb-remaining spruce

Military Elements:
- Landing Zone
- Gate
- Restricted Access
- Impact Area
- Drop Zone
- Range Area
- Training Area
- Installation Boundary

Map Elements:
- Structure
- Populated Area
- Stream
- Intermittent Water
- Permanant Water
- Wetland
- Forest
- Open Woodland
- Scrub

Specifications:
- Cut all trees 4" dbh and smaller
- Pile for burning
- Limb-remaining spruce
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Specifications

Thin spruce, 12 foot spacing
Pile for burning
Limb all remaining spruce
Specifications
Thin spruce, 12 foot spacing
Pile for burning
Limb all remaining spruce
Specifications
- Remove all spruce
- Pile for burning
- Salvage firewood (6" diameter and above)
Specifications
Remove all spruce
Pile for burning
Salvage firewood (6" diameter and above)
Specifications
Remove all spruce
Pile for burning
Salvage firewood (6" diameter and above)